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Under the recent decision of the supreme court in State v. Aldahl and
Ober, No. 7764, 106 Mont. 390, decided
March 24, 1938, you wish to know if
the practice described above is lawful.
Chapter 153, Laws of 1937, permits
proprietors of business establishments
to obtain a license from the county
making it lawful for them to keep and
maintain in their place of business card
tables for the use and pleasure of their
customers at which certain enumerated
games may be played for amusement
and pastime, and for the maintenance
of which a charge may be made, to be
paid by the purchase of trade checks
redeemable in merchandise. The case
of State v. Aldahl and Ober, supra,
simply held that these trade checks
were not to be used in playing the
games permitted, but were only the
rental value of the tables maintained,
as the games are to be played only
for amusement and pastime, and betting at or against such games is strictly
prohibited. But there is nothing in
Chapter 153, nor in that opinion, which
prevents the use of chips or counters
merely for the purpose of keeping the
score when such chips and counters
have no value. Then it is my opinion
that the practice set forth is lawful and
not a violation of Chapter 153.
Opinion No. 279.
Gambling-Trade Checks-Ski Ba11Games of Skill.
HELD: 1. The game of "Ski-Ban,"·
as described in the particular facts
given, is a game of skill and not prohibited by statute.
2. Trade checks, redeemable in merchandise, may be given as prizes for
superior ability in playing a game of
skill, without violation of Chapter 153,
Laws '37.
May 10, 1938.
Mr. L. D. Glenn
County Attorney
Harlowton, Montana
My dear Mr. Glenn:
You have in your county a miniature
bowling alley, known as Ski Ball or
Rock-O-Ball. which consists of an inclined plane up which the player rolls
a ball, attempting to get it into various
sized receptacles at the top. The play-

er places five cents in a slot and nine
balls are released, and, after playing,
the score is computed and for scores
over 3100 a prize of twenty-five cents
in merchandise or trade checks is
given. The winning score is also
posted and an additional prize of $2.50
worth of merchandise or trade checks
is given to the person making the
highest score each week. You have
asked for an opinion as to whether the
operation of such device is unlawful.
The prohibition against gambling
games is contained in Section 11159
Revised Codes of Montana, 1935, as
amended by Chapter 153, Laws of 1937,
as follows:
"Every person who deals, or carries on, opens or causes to be opened,
or who conducts or causes to be conducted, operates or runs, either as
principal, agent, owner, or employee,
whether for hire, or not, any game of
monte, don do, fan-tan, stud horse
poker, craps, seven and a half,
twenty-one, faro, roulette, pangeni or
pangene, hokey-pokey, draw-poker,
or the game commonly known as
round-the-table poker, or any banking or percentage game, or any game
commonly known as sure - thing
game, or any game of chance played
with cards, dice or any device whatsoever, or who runs or conducts or
causes to be run or conducted, or
keeps any slot machine. punch board,
or other similar machine or device,
or permits the same to be run or
conducted for money, checks, credits,
or any representative of value, or any
property or thing whatsover, * * *"
This game is not among those games
specifically prohibited and unless it
cames within the general interdiction,
"or any game of chance played with
cards, dice, or any device whatsoever"
it is not unlawful as a gambling game.
A game of chance is one that is
largely determined by mere luck in
which judgment, practice, skill, or
adroitness is thwarted by chance. (27
C. J. 968). A game of skill is one in
which superior knowledge or ability is
the determining factor in gaining a
victory. The test is whether chance or
skill is the dominant element in determining the ultimate outcome. Such
games as baseball. billiards. chess,
quoits, and rifle matches have al! been
held to be games of skill. From the
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facts stated the game you have deknow if the Department can continue
scribed is in the same category with
this practice.
those mentioned, such as billiards,
Section 3684, Revised Codes of Monbowling, in that it requires superior
tana 1935 gives the State Fish and
muscular control and a practiced eye
Ga~e Wa~den authority to appoint lito make a score high enough to win a
cense dealers, and further provides:
prize. Such a game then must be held
to be a game of skill and is not pro"* * * Before giving any person
hibited by the statute.
other than a salaried deputy state fish
One other question must be resolved,
and game warden, or any justice of
and that is the question of the payment
the peace, authority to sell or issue
of prizes in trade checks. In the relicenses, the state fish and game warcent case of State v. Aldahl and Ober,
den may exact from such person a
No. 7764, 106 Mont. 390, decided March
bond not to exceed the sum of one
24, 1938, the supreme court held that
thousand dollars, to be approved by
the use of trade checks in playing any
the state fish and game warden, conof the games enumerated in Section
ditioned that such person will turn
11159, as amended, is gambling, but
over to the state fish and game warthere is nothing in Chapter 153 or in
den all sums received by him for such
the decision cited to prevent the award
licenses, which said bond shall run
of merchandise prizes for superior
to the State of Montana * * *." (Unability in the playing of a game of skill,
derscoring ours.)
nor is there anything to prevent the
award of trade checks representing
This statute expressly prevents the
such merchandise. The prohibition is
state fish and game warden from reagainst the use of the trade checks in
quiring the posting of more than one
playing the enumerated games prothousand dollar bond. Apparently the
hibited by the statute; hence it is my . legislature felt that the State of Monopinion that the game, as described, is
tana would be sufficiently protected by
not unlawful and is not being cona bond of this sum and that requiring
ducted in an illegal manner.
a larger bond would work a hardship
on many dealers. But the state fish
and game warden has discretion in the
Opinion No. 280.
issuance of authority to deal in fish and
Fish & Game-License Dealers-Fish
game licenses; he has the power to
& Game Warden-Powers
refuse to issue such authority to any
and Duties of.
one he believes to be unreliable and not
trustworthy in carrying out the licensHELD:
I. The State Fish and
ing law.
Game Warden may not require a bond
It should also be noted that Section
in excess of $1000 from License Deal3687 requires all persons issued fish
ers.
and game licenses to remit the license
2. The Warden may send out license
fees collected to the state fish and game
blanks in any amount he chooses, so
warden on the tenth and twenty-fifth
long as the remittance requirement of
days of each month. If this re9ui.reSection 3687, R. C. M. 1935, is enforced.
ment were enforced by the commISSIOn
there would be no difficulty in sending
out license blanks worth two thousand
May 10, 1938.
to two thousand five hundred dollars,
Hon. J. A. Weaver
because only in the most unusual cirState Fish & Game Warden
cumstances would the license sales in
The Capitol
the remittance period exceed the
Dear Mr. Weaver:
amount of the bond.
There are several large fish and
game license dealers in Montana who
issue several thousand dollars worth
of licenses every year. I t has been the
custom to send such dealers from two
thousand to two thousand five-hundred
doIlars worth of licenses at a time.
Inasmuch as the law provides only for
a thousand dollar hond, you wish to

It is my opinion that the procedure
you have been following is entirely
within the law and that the state fish
and game warden has discretion in determining the quantity of license
blanks that shall be sent out to each
dealer, but that in no event can a bond
exceeding one thousand dollars be exacted.

